This seminar focuses on the interregional cooperation involving Japanese and Russian actors and searches for the increased understanding concerning the important and meaningful issue areas for cooperation and awareness concerning the possibilities/limitations different actors and forums of cooperation may have. Practical questions to be discussed include: What can and should be done at the subnational level; Can top-down initiatives lead to fruitful cooperation at the regional or local level; How national and regional actors can support local initiatives; What are the possibilities does public-private partnerships offer; What can be achieved through multilateral cooperation and what kind of role do bilateral ties play?

Organized by:
Hokkaido University Arctic Research Center and Human Resource Development Platform for Japan-Russia Economic Cooperation and Personnel Exchange (HaRP)

IN COOPERATION WITH
UArcitic Thematic Network on the Arctic in Asia, Asia in the Arctic. Arctic Challenge for Sustainability (ArCS) II

HOW TO REGISTER:
Follow the link below and fill in the registration form by February 28, 2021
URL: https://forms.gle/zj75BZRgkxHoGwTj9

For inquiries please contact (juha.saunavaara@arc.hokudai.ac.jp OR m.v.lomaeva@oia.hokudai.ac.jp)